
Direct-To-Camera Social Media Videos

How to do them right.



3. Talk about tools, shooting, & scripting.

2. Why are direct-to-camera videos great?

Agenda
1. Introduction to Clouds North Films.

4. Create your own script.

5. Let's try shooting some videos!

6. Q & A



We are a boutique film company

based in Madison, Wisconsin.

Clouds North Films



VIDEO ONE
We produce authentic and engaging

documentary-style short videos.



Over 50% of our clients are nonprofits.







Viewers retain 97% of message

versus 10% reading it in text.

when watching it on video

~Impact Marketing 2017



Direct-To-Camera Social Media Videos



Humanize your organization.

Share breaking news about your organization.

Make the most of trending topics.

Why do we want direct-to-camera videos?

~Imagen 2019

Make a weekly connection.





What did you like about Mark's video?

Positives:

1. We learned something.

2. It was timely.

4. It got Mark on our radar for the day.

Negatives:

1. It wasn't shot super great.

3. Mark came off knowledgeable & friendly.



Helpful Tools



Avoid the "shake". Use a tripod.



Look great from the start. Use a remote clicker.



Get good audio.



Next: get your image right.



Think about your background.

and professional as possible.

Make your space simple...

and clean...



If possible, used natural light.



Scripting Tips

1. Introduce yourself and your organization.

2. Tell us your message/event/idea.

3. Tell us why this is exciting.

4. Remind them to reach out and get active.

Now...let's create a quick script.

5. Finally, keep it short.



Now...let's all try it.

Shoot horizontal, not vertical.

Remember to smile and have good posture.



Final Tips

2. Use the camera on the back of the phone.

1. Avoid editing...practice beforehand.

3. Get 3 good takes before moving away from phone.



Conclusions

They take time to get right. But then they are easy.

They are a weekly reminder of your brand & your mission.

Direct-to-Camera videos are great ways to connect.

Clouds North Films is here to help.



Direct-to-Camera Social Media Videos

Q & A

Clouds North Films


